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One of  Punjab’s most distinct cultural  tradi-
tions is its music and instruments. Punjabi   
instruments include the tabla, dhol, tumbi 
and harmonium. 
 

The tabla, which means drum, is percussion 
instrument used in devotional music and 
played by hand. 
 

The dhol is also a drum whose origins dating 
back to the 15th century and is most          
associated with bhangra music. 
 

The tumbi is high pitched single string 
plucking instrument. 
 

A harmonium is a free-standing keyboard 
instrument whose sounds are produced by air 
being blown by bellows operated by hand 
through sets of  reeds to give an accordion-
like sound. 
 

When the Sikh community came to England 

they brought not only their families but their 

culture, religion, food, dress and music. 
 

Before the 1960’s people listened to Classical 
music (Kawali’s) and in the Punjab it was 
more hymns and boli’s (daily life songs) not 
written or sang by any particular artist. 
 

In the 1960’s one of   a new generation on the 
scene was Kuldip Manak a Punjabi singer 
known for singing a genre of  traditional  
Punjabi songs called kaliyan. He started his 
singing career in 1968 and is still going now. 
 

Later in the 1970-80's singers such as      
Gurdass Maan had a major impact on   
Punjabi music by starting to blend eastern 
and western beats and vocals. 
 

Nowadays Punjabi music has a heavy eastern 
influence with new artists like Punjabi MC. 
He is a DJ who mixes old and new and east 
and west.  This is like a new era for Punjabi 
Music and includes legends from the       
Midlands such as: Heera, and Bindrakhia. 
 

Nowadays, there are more newer singers 

like: Jay Sean and JK. They are Punjabi    
singers but sing a lot more English songs 
than Punjabi. 
 

The main difference between them is that the 
newer singers FUSE eastern and western  
music together to create a new type of  music 
which is the best of  the east and the west.  
 

The music has changed a lot from the past. 
The main difference that Punjabi classical 
and bhangra music has seen a heavy            
influence from western music. 
 

In the 1990’s Punjabi mcs started to fuse Hip
-Hop with traditional Bhangra to appeal to 
the younger community as it still does now. 
Other british musicians fused    tradition with 
modern tunes including Apache Indian and 
Hard Kaur being the very few Punjabi     
rappers that revolutionised Punjabi rapping. 
 

Punjabi djs from the community are inspiring 

and have a positive influence on young    

people as they teach us to volunteer for the 

community. 
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Randeep Singh Bassan was the first 

Sikh DJ in Northampton.  

He volunteers at inspiration fm    

community radio in the spice boy’s 

show where they play traditional and 

modern songs.  

These days DJ’s such as DJ Amz 

(Amrit Singh Bhambra) have made a 

business out of  DJing at weddings, 

parties, and community events as well 

keeping the community volunteering 

going as started by our Sikh peers by     

performing at community events and 

festivals. 
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